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Introduction

As of February 10, 2021, the economic growth through economic diplomacy and

cooperation in the midst of the coronavirus 19 pandemic has been substantially decreasing and

declining. Our global economy is estimated by the IMF to have decreased by 4.4 percent in

2020, the worst decline since the Great Depression. China was the only major economy to grow

in 2020 by 2.3 percent. 1This goes beyond trade and investments as in many cases, this is a

resolution to multiple causes of international conflicts. In the midst of the Covid 19 pandemic,

economic diplomacy and cooperation has been difficult and economic growth even more so.

Through these hard times between the covid 19 pandemic, and certain other economic issues, it

is crucially important for countries and nations to work and stick together to drive economic

diplomacy through cooperation.2 Not only does this enhance leadership, and global

competitiveness, it acts a glue for the hard times the world is  in right now. Economic diplomacy

also includes building international coalitions to help countries recover from harsh financial

crises.

With more and more pressure arising from countries due to the coronavirus pandemic,

economic growth and cooperation due to this has substantially started to decrease. Economic

growth is not only crucially important for global cooperation, it is crucial during times of crisis and

panic to have diplomatic relations globally. In the past, after World War II, the United States

2 https://www.jstor.org/stable/24905122?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents

1 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3762042
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adopted the mantle of global leadership and sought to create a new global order focused on

non-aggression and free, non-discriminatory trade. Not only is economic diplomacy right now so

important for our overall economic growth, better economic diplomacy amidst times of the

coronavirus can lead to our overall economic growth. China’s evolving approach to economic

diplomacy is an approach they have used following the global financial crisis. This is designed

to improve the country's overall competitiveness, and financial stability. Not only does economic

diplomacy and cooperation lead to a country’s overall economic growth, it ultimately leads to

countries looking out for each other economically as well.

Economic issues such as growth, inflation, and labor issues within countries have been

affecting the global economy. More than half of the global economic growth is now driven by

emerging markets.

Definition of Key Terms

Economic diplomacy

Economic diplomacy is a form of diplomacy in which a state utilizes its entire economic

arsenal to promote its national interests. Economic diplomacy is typically designed to influence

policies, and regulate decisions of foreign governments, as well as international organizations.
3Not only is economic diplomacy crucially important for policy making, it is crucially important for

global cooperation as well. Within economic diplomacy, there are 3 types of diplomacy. The Big

stick diplomacy, dollar diplomacy, and moral diplomacy 4 Economic diplomacy also advocates

for the sending state’s business interests. I im

Economic cooperation

Economic cooperation is the modernization of economic and productive systems to

ensure that economic development and productivity are maintained and sustainable.

Consequently, economic cooperation determines its own area of action, with specific focus on

how the aims and guiding principles described below can be complemented. Economic

4 https://quizlet.com/59917183/3-types-of-diplomacy-flash-cards/

3 c
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cooperation is when countries work together to develop their economies together through

financial help, and cooperation.

Microeconomic Reform

Microeconomic reform refers to policies aimed at improving economic productivity by

removing or reducing distortions in particular sectors of the economy, or by reforming the

economy as a whole.5

Economic Partnerships

Economic partnerships are essentially economic arrangements that happen between

countries, and non governmental organizations for the benefits of economic gain.

Economic Growth

Economic growth generally refers to an increase in the productive potential of an

economy which is capable of generating additional quantities of goods and services for the

economy. Normally, the standard of living is measured by the quantity of goods and services

that are available to us.

Economic diplomacy strategy

● Economic diplomacy strategy is the strategy of economic diplomacy that is used

by countries to ensure economic diplomacy between countries

Banking panics and monetary contraction

● Banking panics and monetary contraction usually refers to when a banking crisis

occurs.  When a large number of depositors lose faith in the solvency of banks at

the same time and demand that their bank deposits be returned to them in cash.

This can also be considered a financial panic6

Coalition

6 https://www.britannica.com/topic/banking-panic

5https://www.economist.com/story_id%3D9537802?story_id=S%26%29H%2C%2BPQ%27%25%0A&http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.economistconferences.com=

https://www.britannica.com/topic/banking-panic
https://www.economist.com/story_id%3D9537802?story_id=S%26%29H%2C%2BPQ%27%25%0A&http%3A%2F%2Fwww.economistconferences.com=
https://www.economist.com/story_id%3D9537802?story_id=S%26%29H%2C%2BPQ%27%25%0A&http%3A%2F%2Fwww.economistconferences.com=
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● A temporary alliance for joint action, especially between political parties forming a

government

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

● The final value of goods and services being produced within the geographical

boundaries of a country during a specific period of time. The GDP of a country is

an important indicator of a country’s economic performance

Emerging Markets

● An emerging market economy essentially means the economy of a developing of

growing nation that is becoming more and more engaged with the global market

as it goes

○ Emerging market economies typically feature a unified currency, a

backing system, stock market, and are in the process of industrialization.

Emerging market economies can also offer greater returns to investors,

and offer a greater exposure to some inherent risks due to their status. 7

Monetary Expansion

● When a central bank stimulates the economy using the tools they have. This

increases the money supply, and increases demand, whilst lowering interest

rates. It boosts economic growth.

History

In the 1930s, there was a severe worldwide economic depression known as the Great

depression. The Great Depression struck at different times around the world. The Great

Depression was the most severe economic downturn in modern history.  Many people were

unemployed and there was a sharp rate in poverty and homelessness. There were four main

roles that resulted in the Great Depression.8 During this time, the US stock market underwent a

8 https://www.britannica.com/event/Great-Depression

7

https://www.thebalance.com/top-emerging-market-economies-1979085#:~:text=An%20emerging%20mar
ket%20is%20a,for%20rapid%20growth%20and%20investment.&text=In%20fact%2C%20more%20than%
20half,now%20driven%20by%20emerging%20markets.

https://www.britannica.com/event/Great-Depression
https://www.thebalance.com/top-emerging-market-economies-1979085#:~:text=An%20emerging%20market%20is%20a,for%20rapid%20growth%20and%20investment.&text=In%20fact%2C%20more%20than%20half,now%20driven%20by%20emerging%20markets
https://www.thebalance.com/top-emerging-market-economies-1979085#:~:text=An%20emerging%20market%20is%20a,for%20rapid%20growth%20and%20investment.&text=In%20fact%2C%20more%20than%20half,now%20driven%20by%20emerging%20markets
https://www.thebalance.com/top-emerging-market-economies-1979085#:~:text=An%20emerging%20market%20is%20a,for%20rapid%20growth%20and%20investment.&text=In%20fact%2C%20more%20than%20half,now%20driven%20by%20emerging%20markets
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historic expansion. During this time, millions of overextended shareholders fell into a panic,

rushing to liquidate their holdings. The result was that nearly half the country’s banks failed,

causing great fear within the people.9 Another major economic downturn that occurred, was an

event that happened two major times within the United States, one during the 1929 wall street

stock market crash. Although negotiations to liberalize multilateral trade has been in a deadlock

for so many years, the multilateral trade system centered on the WTO has played a vital role in

making many new rules, including disputing settlements. Another important event that shaped

history economically wise would be the development of the nordic model in scandanavian

countries. In scandanavian countries, governments use the nordic model to gvern their

economic systems. The nordic model is essentially the combination of social welfare as well as

economic systems that are adopted by Nordic countries. Within the nordic model, it combines

features such as capitalism, with economic efficiency and social benefits. The Nordic Model

economic system is most commonly associated with countries of Scandinavia such as Sweden,

Norway, Finland, Denmark, and Iceland. The Nordic model primarily emphasizes the use of a

social safety net in order to help workers and families adapt to changes within the overall

economic system10.

11

11 https://slate.com/business/2012/04/depression-migration-map.html

10https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/nordic-model.asp#:~:text=The%20Nordic%20model%20is%20the
,state%20pensions%20and%20income%20distribution.

9 https://www.history.com/topics/great-depression/great-depression-history

https://slate.com/business/2012/04/depression-migration-map.html
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/nordic-model.asp#:~:text=The%20Nordic%20model%20is%20the,state%20pensions%20and%20income%20distribution
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/nordic-model.asp#:~:text=The%20Nordic%20model%20is%20the,state%20pensions%20and%20income%20distribution
https://www.history.com/topics/great-depression/great-depression-history
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Map of the population change during the Great depression

Key Issues

Economic Diplomacy is something that many countries struggle with.. Amidst this

unprecedented health and economic crisis, developing countries are facing massive existing

development challenges. With more and more tension between countries economically wise

due to the COVID pandemic. Recently due to COVID- 19, the global economic outlook has

changed massively. As health and human toll grows massively, the economic damage is

extremely evident as its almost the largest economic shock the world has experienced in

decades. According to the Global Economic Prospects, it states that the baseline forecast

envisions a 5.2 percent contraction in our global GDP as of 2020. Despite the extraordinary

efforts from governments to help facilitate this situation, the human capital has lost work and

schooling, and fragmentation of global trade and supply linkages. The crisis also highlights the

urgent need for action to cushion the pandemic’s health for the sake of the economic

consequences and to protect the vulnerable populations who are lasting from recovery. The

pandemic has plunged most countries into massive recession in 2020, with per capita income

contracting in the largest fraction of countries since 1870 globally. Advanced economies have

been shrinking up to 7 percent, and 2.5 percent of countries struggle as they cope with their

own domestic outbreaks of the virus. The crisis highlights the need for urgent action to cushion

the health of humans amists the pandemic in order to protect the economy. The pandemic

amidst efforts, has still triggered an unprecedented collapse in oil demand, and a massive crash

in oil prices. While agriculture markets are still well-supplied globally, trade restrictions and

supply chain disruptions have left security issues in many places.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views

People’s Republic of China (PRC)
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In the last two decades China has become a global economic powerhouse.  Among the

world’s fastest growing economies with the highest GDP. However, in the midst of the

coronavirus, the world’s second largest economy has definitely taken a hit. In regards to China’s

views on driving to economic growth through diplomacy and cooperation, China has been open

to trade and cooperation with countries that anger, or pose a threat to them. China’s economy,

according to the brookings institute, says that their economy is expected to surpass all individual

countries in terms of GDP size, and rank , becoming the world’s second largest trading country.

If China really wanted to cut off cooperation or diplomacy with a country, they could, seeing as

they already have an economic advantage.12

USA

The economic powerhouse, the US, has been open to cooperation with other countries

economically wise for the benefit of themselves. They will want to cooperate with countries that

give them the upperhand economically. In the late 1970s, China had one of the fastest growing

economies in the world. Although China’s per capita income still remains pretty low, China’s

large population means they already have an advantage economically. When China grew

economically, the US opened up its eyes and commitment towards cooperating with them, in

favour of themselves.

Russia

Russia is also one of the many global economic powers, with enormous amounts of

natural resources, particularly oil and natural gas. Russia is considered the fifth largest economy

within Europe. Russia's natural resources value is about 75 trillion US dollars according to the

World Bank. Not only is Russia considered a big economic threat to other countries as well due

to its large population, and its economic power.

Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

Date Description of Event

12 https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/u-s-china-economic-relations-implications-for-u-s-policy/

https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/u-s-china-economic-relations-implications-for-u-s-policy/
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1930

Nordic Model:
The Nordic Model was a model created and developed in the 1930. The model
mainly emphasizes on the use of a social safety net in order to help workers,
and families adapt to change in the economy.

August 1929-March
1933

The Great Depression:
Severe worldwide economic depression that took place during the 1930s, and
primarily in the beginning of the US. The timing of when the Great Depression
happened, varied across the world.

1973

The OPEC Oil Price Shock:

In 1973, members of the organization of arab petroleum proclaimed an
oil embargo( an official ban on trade with a particular country), causing
oil prices to have nearly risen by 300%. From 3 dollars per barrel, to
nearly 12 dollars globally. After this incident, the US took major steps to
become less dependent, and more increasingly energy independent

2013

China’s one belt one road initiative:

The one belt one road initiative that was created by president xi jinping, is an
ambitious economic development project tha mainly focused on improving
connectivity and cooperation among multiple countries throughout asia, and
europe. The strategy was adopted by the Chinese government in 2013 to
invest in international organizations, and nearly 70 countries.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events

The relevant UN treaties and events that are happening regarding the drive to measuring

growth through cooperation and diplomacy, we can take a look at the treaties being done by

China economically.

● China Cambodia FTA

● China Georgia FTA

● China-Hong Kong CEPA agreement

● Gulf Cooperation Council FTA

http://fta.mofcom.gov.cn/topic/engcc.shtml
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Some other relevant events that were signed or happened in regard to increasing cooperation

and diplomacy, would be some of the trade agreements/ treaties that US has signed:

● Treaty of Peace and Friendship (known as the treaty of tunis) 13

● FTA with Australia

● FTA with Singapore

● International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), 1966

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

There have been numerous approaches, and attempts to resolve the issue at hand, but

the one that is most important for us to look at, would be the attempt for all countries to recover

after the Great Depression. After the Great Depression, the US started their monetary

expansion. Money supply increased by nearly 42 percent within the US between 1933 and

1937. By cutting interest rates and making credit more readily accessible, monetary inflation

boosted consumption. It also raised inflationary rather than deflationary hopes, giving

prospective borrowers more hope that their incomes and earnings would support their debt

costs if they were to borrow.14 Consumer and company investment on interest-sensitive goods

like automobiles, trucks, and equipment grew way ahead of consumer spending on utilities,

suggesting that monetary expansion helped recovery in the United States by promoting

borrowing.

Possible Solutions

1. Creating incentives for countries to create economic treaties with each other

● Pros: Countries will be more open to trading with each other, economically,
and more diplomatically, because of the incentive to do so.

● Cons: Countries will not automatically be creating incentives to trade,
because that would mean that extra money will need to be traded, and

14 https://www.britannica.com/event/Great-Depression/Sources-of-recovery

13

https://tn.usembassy.gov/our-relationship/policy-history/history-of-u-s-tunisia-relationship/treaty-of-peace-
and-friendship-signed-at-tunis-august-28-1797/#:~:text=Read%20More...-,Treaty%20of%20Peace%20an
d%20Friendship,Tunis%20(August%2028%2C%201797)&text=The%20United%20States%20signed%20
a,costs%20of%20Spain%20and%20Portugal.

https://www.britannica.com/event/Great-Depression/Sources-of-recovery
https://tn.usembassy.gov/our-relationship/policy-history/history-of-u-s-tunisia-relationship/treaty-of-peace-and-friendship-signed-at-tunis-august-28-1797/#:~:text=Read%20More...-,Treaty%20of%20Peace%20and%20Friendship,Tunis%20(August%2028%2C%201797)&text=The%20United%20States%20signed%20a,costs%20of%20Spain%20and%20Portugal
https://tn.usembassy.gov/our-relationship/policy-history/history-of-u-s-tunisia-relationship/treaty-of-peace-and-friendship-signed-at-tunis-august-28-1797/#:~:text=Read%20More...-,Treaty%20of%20Peace%20and%20Friendship,Tunis%20(August%2028%2C%201797)&text=The%20United%20States%20signed%20a,costs%20of%20Spain%20and%20Portugal
https://tn.usembassy.gov/our-relationship/policy-history/history-of-u-s-tunisia-relationship/treaty-of-peace-and-friendship-signed-at-tunis-august-28-1797/#:~:text=Read%20More...-,Treaty%20of%20Peace%20and%20Friendship,Tunis%20(August%2028%2C%201797)&text=The%20United%20States%20signed%20a,costs%20of%20Spain%20and%20Portugal
https://tn.usembassy.gov/our-relationship/policy-history/history-of-u-s-tunisia-relationship/treaty-of-peace-and-friendship-signed-at-tunis-august-28-1797/#:~:text=Read%20More...-,Treaty%20of%20Peace%20and%20Friendship,Tunis%20(August%2028%2C%201797)&text=The%20United%20States%20signed%20a,costs%20of%20Spain%20and%20Portugal
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given to each other. Countries may try to manipulate, and take advantage of
other nations through, and via creating economic treaties in desperate
times for other countries. This creates an imbalance of economic power,
which, in turn, is a benefit for the country doing so (ex: China)

2. Creating treaties with other countries in cases of an economic crisis

● Pros: Countries can help each other out in cases of an economic crisis
globally. Countries with a strong economic base can affect all countries
globally, if they face an economic crisis. Therefore, it is extremely
important for countries to look out for each other, by creating treaties, and
making amends with each other in midsts of hardships

● Cons: Not all countries want to negotiate, and create treaties with each
other, if it does not benefit them. If countries do not benefit from the
treaties being made to other countries in times of an economic crisis, they
do not have the need to make them, and therefore would rather other
countries suffer, than make a treaty to amend the situation.
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